Switch Witches Brew Instructions
You will need:
Witches Caldron
Paper Straws
Cup for straws
Rubber Band (optional)
Cheesecloth (optional)
1 Cup of water (optional)
Vase or Bucket (optional)
5 Lb block of Dry Ice (optional – use with older kids)
Switchcrafted Printables (Witches Brew Sign & Ingredients)
Scissors
Kids table
1. Find a plastic vase or bucket that will fit indo the caldron without being noticeable.
The dry ice will be placed into the container you choose. You MUST use protective gloves
when working with dry ice. If the dry ice does not fit into the container, drop it on the
ground outside to break it up into a few large pieces. Once the dry ice is situated in the
container, take a piece of cheesecloth and put it over the opening of the container. Use a
rubber band to keep the cheesecloth attached and taught to container. Place the
container inside the caldron (this will help keep little hands safe when playing the game
after the pieces fall into the caldron). When you are ready to play the game, pour one
cup of water over the dry ice to enhance the steam effect.
(This step of the craft/game is totally optional. The game would be just as fun without
this it!)
2. Download, print and cut two sets of the ingredients of the witches brew and the sign
from the switchcrafted.com.
3. Place straws in a cup near the caldron. Be sure the caldron is at a height where kids
can easily participate – kids tables work well for height. Put the sets of cut ingredients
on either side of the caldron. The object of the game is to see who can suck up the
ingredients with a straw and get it into the caldron the fastest.

For this and other fun party ideas and crafts, visit switchwitches.com!
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